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To my readers, for whom these books are written. I hope that you not only learn from this
tutorial but are inspired to create.
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INTRODUCTION

Shoujo is perhaps the best-loved, most recognizable manga style in the world. Famous for
the huge brilliant eyes of its characters, shoujo is one of the few comics categories that
appeals as much to girls as it does to boys. The faces of the characters are young, sweet,
and charming—enchanting, some would even say. The clothes and hairstyles are full of
beauty and grace. And while many other styles of manga focus on battles and fight scenes,
the shoujo genre concentrates on relationships and adventure. To be sure, there are
exciting action scenes in shoujo, especially in the popular Magical Girl subgenre, but even
with that, the characters are drawn as real people with real problems that teenagers relate
to.

This book is a complete and thorough guide to drawing the world of shoujo manga. It is
my intention that you are not only exposed to the rich variety of characters and subgenres
that make up shoujo, but that you develop real skill in drawing manga as a result of
reading this book. That’s why you’ll find more step-by-step instruction here than in most
other books on manga. Drawing lessons are broken down into steps and principles that
aspiring artists can follow with ease. You’ll gain insights into drawing and improve as a
result.

Shoujo is a huge category, and it consists of many popular subgenres and character
types—all illustrated here in abundance—including: Magical Girl, bishies (the boy teen idols
of manga), furry characters and mascots, period dramas, school-age dramas, and even the
super cute chibis! There are also sections on the amazing eyes of shoujo characters,
poses, expressions, costume design, use of shadows, foreshortening, and how to use
speech balloons. Rounding things out is a dazzling section on computer coloring that
covers all the principles for creating, scanning, and coloring your manga works.

If you love shoujo, and you like to draw, you can’t miss by picking up this book. The keys
to drawing the most famous manga genre are now at your fingertips. Let’s get started!



 



 



 

THE BASICS

Shoujo has a unique look, making it the most internationally recognized style
of manga. It’s instantly appealing. Why is that? This is the question we must
answer in order to successfully draw in the shoujo style and create winning
characters.

Shoujo characters are typically young, sweet, pretty, enchanting, cute, and
magical. They abound with charm and charisma. And, it’s the artist’s job to
translate these descriptions into figures.



 

Shoujo girl’s Head

Shoujo characters have a youthful, charming look. Start with a young head shape; both
young and cute characters have large foreheads and small jaws. Make sure that the eyes
are BIG. Big shiny eyes are the trademark of all shoujo characters. By contrast, the nose
and mouth should be small and subtle.



 

Start with an oval head shape. Place a vertical guideline marking the center of the face. Sketch in one horizontal

guideline on which to place the eyes (the lower line above) and another on which to place the eyebrows (the upper line

above). This is what artists do to keep the features even. Place the eye guideline low on the face (below the halfway

point).



 

Add another horizontal guideline underneath the other two—just above where the jaw begins to narrow toward the chin

—to indicate the nose placement. Sketch in the ears, which stretch from the eyebrow guideline down to the nose

guideline. Pencil in the eyes. Normally, the head is 5 eye widths wide, but since the eyes of shoujo characters are so

large, the head is only 4 eye widths apart here. Note that there’s 1 full eye width between the eyes and 1/2 an eye width

on the outer side of each eye.



 

Erase any unneeded eye guides, and add the eyelids. By sloping the ends of the eyelids down at a sharper angle (toward

the earlobes) and adding a few thick eyelashes (see this page), the eyes become feminine.



 

Add the eyebrows, which are thinner on a girl than they are on a boy (see this page). Sketch in multiple eye shines—at

least 2, and often 3 or more. The more shines you use, the wetter and brighter the eyes will appear, which helps convey

health, youth, and innocence.



 

You can block in the hair at this point. Shoujo characters have unusually large foreheads, and this requires a big head of

hair that’s always thick and full. Note that all this hair adds to the height of the head.



 

Start to define the hairstyle, making it shaggy over the forehead. This is a popular look in manga.



 

Now that everything is in place, darken the lines that you like in order to define the drawing a bit more.



 

To create a finished look, go over your original drawing in marker, and then erase the pencil lines. Or, you can trace the

image (usually on a light box), drawing only the lines you want to keep and omitting the guidelines.



 

Shoujo Boy’s Head

In the early stages of the drawing (before adding details to the features), it’s hard to tell if
the character is a boy or a girl.



 

Just as with the girl, start out with an egg-shaped head.
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